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Using Space
Science on
Earth

Using Space Science
on Earth

Objectives
After this lesson, students will be able to
J.2.4.1 Explain how the conditions in space
are different from those on Earth.
J.2.4.2 Identify the benefits that space
technology has provided for modern society.
J.2.4.3 Describe some uses of satellites
orbiting Earth.

Reading Preview
Key Concepts
• How are the conditions in space
different from those on Earth?

• How has space technology
benefited modern society?

• What are some uses of satellites
orbiting Earth?

Target Reading Skill

Key Terms

Identifying Main Ideas Explain that
identifying main ideas and details helps
students sort facts into groups. Each group
can have a main topic, subtopics, and details.

• vacuum • microgravity
• space spinoff
• remote sensing
• geosynchronous orbit

Answers
Possible answers include the following:
Detail: Medical science—technology of the
space program has led to lasers that can clean
clogged arteries.
Detail: Materials—fire-resistant material
developed for spacesuits is used in fireproof
clothing.
Detail: Consumer products—cordless power
tools were first developed for astronauts.

Target Reading Skill
Identifying Main Ideas As you
read the Space Spinoffs section,
write the main idea in a graphic
organizer like the one below. Then
write three supporting details that
give examples of the main idea.
Main Idea
The space program has produced
many spinoffs in areas such as . . .
Detail

Teaching Resources

• Transparency J20

Detail

Detail

Which Tool Would Be More Useful in Space?
1. Observe your teacher using two types of drills.
2. Pick up each drill and examine how it works.
3. Repeat Step 2 for a space pen and a regular pen.
Think It Over
Drawing Conclusions What is the main difference between the
two drills? The pens? Which drill would be more useful to have
while constructing the International Space Station? Why? How
would a space pen be useful in space?

You’ve probably used a joystick to play a video game. A joystick
is a great way to control images on a screen. It’s easy to use
because it is designed to fit the hand just right. Joystick controllers have many uses besides video games. They’re so well
engineered that people with disabilities can use them to operate a wheelchair.
The joystick was invented for controlling airplanes. It was later improved by NASA for the
space program. Apollo astronauts used a joystick to operate a lunar rover on the moon.
From the surface of the moon to video
games on Earth—it’s not such a stretch.
Many materials and devices have made
a similar transition from use in space
to everyday use by people on Earth.

Preteach
Build Background
Knowledge

L2

Remote Sensing
Ask students whether they have ever used a
remote-controlled toy, such as a model
airplane or car. Have them describe how they
controlled the toy’s movements. (By using a
control box to make the toy move) Point out
that they did not need to touch the toy
directly to make it work. Satellites receive
signals in a similar way. Tell students that
they will learn more about satellites in this
section.

FIGURE 13
Joystick Controls
The joysticks used for some
wheelchairs were originally
improved for the space
program.

L1
Skills Focus drawing conclusions
Materials cordless drill, drill with electric
cord, space pen, regular pen
Time 15 minutes
Tips If you cannot obtain the items, use
photographs from catalogs that describe
the features of the items.
CAUTION: Do not allow students to plug in
or turn on the drills.

Expected Outcome Students will find
that certain items are better suited for
work in space.
Think It Over The cordless drill would be
more useful on the International Space
Station because it can operate without
being plugged into an electrical system.
Weightless astronauts can use the space
pen while floating in any position.

The Challenges of Space

Instruct

Astronauts who travel into space face conditions that are very different from those on Earth. Conditions in space that differ from
those on Earth include near vacuum, extreme temperatures,
and microgravity. Many types of engineers and scientists have
worked together to respond to the challenges of space.

The Challenges
of Space

Vacuum Space is nearly a vacuum. A vacuum is a place that

Teach Key Concepts

is empty of all matter. Except for a few stray atoms and molecules, most of space is empty. Since there is no air in space,
there is no oxygen for astronauts to breathe. To protect astronauts, spacecraft must be airtight.
Because there is no air, there is nothing to hold the sun’s
heat. In direct sunlight, the surface of a spacecraft heats up to
high temperatures. But in shadow, temperatures fall to very low
levels. Spacecraft must be well insulated to protect astronauts
against the extreme temperatures outside.
Microgravity Astronauts in orbit experience a feeling of
weightlessness, or microgravity. Their mass is the same as it
was on Earth, but on a scale their weight would register as zero.
Although they are in microgravity, they are still under the
influence of Earth’s gravity. In fact, Earth’s gravity is holding
them in orbit. Astronauts in orbit feel weightless because they
are falling through space with their spacecraft. They don’t fall
to Earth because their inertia keeps them moving forward.
Space engineers must create systems and devices that are
capable of working in microgravity. For example, drink containers must be designed so that their contents do not simply
float off. Long periods in microgravity can cause health problems. Scientists are trying to discover how to reduce the effects
of microgravity on people.

FIGURE 14
Microgravity
This astronaut appears to be
floating in space, but he is actually
falling through space at the same
rate as the nearby spacecraft.
Inferring Why doesn’t the
astronaut fall directly down
toward Earth?

What is microgravity?
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Conditions in Space
Focus Remind students that space has
different gravity conditions and no air.
Teach Ask: What is a vacuum? (A place that is
empty of all matter) Why are there
temperature extremes in space? (There is
virtually no matter, so there is nothing to hold
the sun’s heat. When sunlight strikes an object in
space, the object heats up. When sunlight is
blocked, temperatures fall.) Is it correct to say
that no gravity acts on astronauts orbiting
Earth? (No. Gravity acts on the astronauts, but
the astronaut and the spacecraft are falling
through space together and falling around Earth,
rather than toward it, because of their inertia.)
Apply Ask: What features do you think
spacesuits must have to protect astronauts
from the extreme temperatures of space?
(Possible answer: Insulation to protect against
both cold and heat and a cooling/ventilation
system to protect against heat) learning
modality: logical/mathematical

Independent Practice

L2

Teaching Resources

• Guided Reading and Study Worksheet:
Using Space Science on Earth
Student Edition on Audio CD

Monitor Progress

Writing Have each student write a brief
paragraph that summarizes how conditions in
space differ from those on Earth.

Differentiated Instruction
L1
English Learners/Beginning
Vocabulary: Word Analysis Have
students look up the word astronaut and
write down the meanings of its prefix and
word part. (Astro- means “star,” and naut
means “sailor.”) learning modality:

verbal

L2

L2
English Learners/Intermediate
Vocabulary: Word Analysis Have
students look up the prefix micro- in the
dictionary and the definition of gravity.
Ask them to write a definition of
microgravity in their own words and then
contrast the meanings of the terms
microgravity and gravity. learning

modality: verbal

Answer
Figure 14 Inertia keeps the astronaut
moving forward so that he stays in orbit with
the spacecraft.
The condition in which
people and objects in orbit
experience weightlessness because they are
falling together through space with the
spacecraft

For: Links on satellite
technology
Visit: www.SciLinks.org
Web Code: scn-0624
Download a worksheet that will guide students’ review
of Internet resources on satellite technology.

Space Spinoffs
For: Links on satellite technology
Visit: www.SciLinks.org
Web Code: scn-0624

Space Spinoffs
Teach Key Concepts
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Benefits of Space Science
Focus Remind students that the space
program has provided many benefits beyond
space exploration.
Teach Ask: Why are spacecraft and
spacesuits airtight and well insulated? (To
protect astronauts against the near vacuum
and extreme temperatures of space) How has
the technology used to protect spacecraft
and spacesuits been applied on Earth?
(Insulating materials are used in homes, cars,
trucks, and firefighters’ clothes.) What types
of space spinoffs are used in medicine?
(Lasers, pacemakers, and computer-aided
imaging techniques) What are some spinoffs
that benefit consumers? (Joystick controllers,
cordless power tools, and bar codes)
Apply Ask: Why do you think so many of
the devices developed by the space program
are miniaturized and lightweight?
(Spacecraft travel faster and use less fuel when
they carry less mass. Also, smaller devices take
up less room.) learning modality: logical/

FIGURE 15

Spinoffs From the
Space Program
Many technologies that were
developed for the space program
have proved useful on Earth as
well. A few of these technologies
are shown here.
Applying Concepts What
advantage is there to fog-free
vision in space? On Earth?

The scientists and engineers who have worked on the space program have developed thousands of new materials and devices
for use in space. Many of these items have proved useful on
Earth, as well. An item that has uses on Earth but was originally
developed for use in space is called a space spinoff. Often such
spinoffs are modified somewhat for use on Earth.
The space program has developed thousands of products
that affect many aspects of modern society, including consumer
products, new materials, medical devices, and communications
satellites. Figure 15 shows a few familiar examples.
Consumer Products Space spinoffs include many devices
that are used in consumer products. The joystick controller is
one example. The bar codes on every product you buy at a
grocery store are another space spinoff. Similar bar codes were
developed by NASA to keep an accurate inventory of the many
parts used in spacecraft.
Cordless power tools were also originally developed for
astronauts. There’s no place to “plug in” a tool when repairing
a satellite in space. Cordless, rechargeable tools met the need
for work in space. Now they’re very popular here on Earth.
Other examples of consumer product spinoffs from the space
program include scratch-resistant lenses, freeze-dried foods,
shock-absorbing helmets, and smoke detectors.

 A metal alloy of nickel
and titanium used in
dental braces was
originally developed
for space equipment
such as antennas.

mathematical

Help Students Read
Thinking Aloud Refer to the Content
Refresher for guidance in thinking aloud.
Set the example for this strategy by
verbalizing your own thought processes
while reading aloud from this section.
Encourage student volunteers to read a
passage while quietly verbalizing their
thought processes. Then have a class
discussion about the advantages students
found in staying focused on a logical thought
process when reading in this manner.

 Miniature parts developed
for space have been adapted
for use on Earth. Artificial
limbs have been made with
controls as small as coins.

New Materials A variety of materials were first developed by
chemists and engineers for use in spacecraft. For example, flexible metal eyeglass frames are made with memory metals—metals
that “remember” their former shapes when bent. The composite
materials used in modern tennis rackets and golf clubs were
developed to make spacecraft components lightweight yet strong.
The athletic shoes you wear might contain a shock-absorbing
material developed for astronauts’ moon boots. A clear, ceramic
material used for invisible dental braces was the result of
research to make tough materials for spacecraft.
Highly efficient insulating materials were developed to protect spacecraft against radiation in space. These insulating
materials are now being used in houses, cars, and trucks. Fireresistant material developed for spacesuits is used in fireproof
clothing and firefighter’s suits.
Medical Devices Medical science has benefited greatly
from the technology of the space program. Medical spinoffs
include devices that use lasers to clean clogged arteries and
pacemakers for hearts. These pacemakers use longer-life
batteries originally developed for space power systems. Most
hospitals use computer-aided imaging techniques developed
for use on the moon during the Apollo program.
Why did NASA develop cordless power tools?
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Problem-Solving Space Challenges
Materials pen and paper
Time 30 minutes
Focus Ask students how many cordless
tools are in their homes. Ask: Why did NASA
develop cordless tools? (There is no place to
plug in a tool when you are repairing
a satellite in outer space.)
Teach Organize students into groups of
four. Challenge each group to identify a
problem faced by astronauts in space.
Then have students develop and illustrate
solutions.
Apply Have students describe how their
solutions could be adapted for use on Earth.
 Fire-resistant material
developed for spacesuits is
used in fireproof clothing
such as suits worn by race-car
drivers and firefighters.

 The design of the
Apollo helmet,
which gave the
astronauts fog-free
sight, has been
adapted for use in
ski goggles.

L2

Remote Sensing
Focus Remind students that observation
satellites use remote sensing to gather data.
Teach Ask: What types of data do the
satellites collect? (Possible answers:
Information about the atmosphere, such as
weather systems; information about Earth’s
surface, such as patterns of rainfall)
Apply Ask: What might be the advantage
of gathering such data from above Earth’s
surface? (Possible answer: More area is visible
from above; large-scale patterns can be seen;
no obstacles are in the way.) learning
modality: logical/mathematical

Writing Have each student write a
paragraph that describes how space spinoffs
have affected his or her life. Students
can save their paragraphs in their
portfolios.

Differentiated Instruction

learning modality: kinesthetic

Satellites
Teach Key Concepts

 Many bicyclists use a
lightweight, aerodynamic helmet with
cooling vents that
was developed with
NASA’s help.

L1
Special Needs
Understanding Memory Metals Have
each student squeeze a rubber ball and
then release it. Ask: What happened to the
ball’s shape when it was squeezed? (The
shape changed.) What happened when the
ball was released? (It regained its former
shape.) How is the rubber ball like a
memory metal? (They also regain their
former shape after being compressed.)

learning modality: logical/mathematical

L1
Less Proficient Readers
Comparing and Contrasting Ask
students to use Figure 15 to make a twocolumn chart. In the first column, students
write how each item is used in space. In the
second column, students write how the
item is used on Earth. Then have students
read the passages about spinoffs and
classify the spinoffs in the same way.

learning modality: visual

Answers
Figure 15 An astronaut on a spacewalk
cannot remove his or her faceplate to clean
it. On Earth, people engaging in activities
requiring both hands and constant use of eye
protection no longer need to stop what they
are doing to clear fog from their goggles.

There is no place to plug in a
tool in space.

Monitor Progress

Satellites

L2

Answers
Figure 16 Desert
Gathering information about
Earth’s surface without being
in direct contact with it

Assess
Reviewing Key Concepts
1. a. Near vacuum, temperature extremes,
and microgravity b. Spacecraft are well
insulated and airtight.
2. a. An item that was originally designed
for use in space but has uses on Earth
b. Medical spinoffs include devices that use
lasers to clean clogged arteries, pacemakers
that use longer-lasting batteries, and
computer-aided imaging techniques.
c. Possible answer: Insulating materials that
protect spacecraft from radiation are used on
Earth in homes.
3. a. Possible answer: transmitting
television signals, gathering weather data,
and relaying computer data b. Because a
geosynchronous satellite stays in the same
place over Earth, signals to and from the
satellite can always be directed to and from
the same location in the sky. c. Scientists can
examine satellite images of an area taken
over a period of years to find out whether the
area covered by rainforest is changing.

Reteach

L1

Have students look at Figure 15 to describe
conditions in space that have led to the
development of space spinoffs.

Performance Assessment

L2

Skills Check Have students make concept
maps that show different space spinoffs and
their uses.

FIGURE 16
Remote Sensing
This satellite image shows patterns
of vegetation in Africa. It is a falsecolor image, meaning that the
colors have been adjusted to make
certain features more obvious.
Inferring What do you think the
yellow areas in the image
represent?

When a World Cup soccer final is played, almost the entire world
can watch! Today, hundreds of satellites are in orbit around
Earth, relaying television signals from one part of the planet to
another. Satellites also relay telephone signals and computer data.
Satellites are used for communications and for collecting
weather data and other scientific data.
Observation satellites are used for many purposes, including tracking weather systems, mapping Earth’s surface, and
observing changes in Earth’s environment. Observation satellites collect data using remote sensing, which is the collection
of information about Earth and other objects in space without
being in direct contact. Modern computers take the data collected by satellites and produce images for various purposes.
For example, Figure 16 shows vegetation patterns in Africa.
Satellite data might also be used to analyze the amount of rainfall over a wide area, or they might be used to discover where
oil deposits lie underground.
Satellites are placed in different orbits depending on their
purpose. Most communications satellites are placed in a
geosynchronous orbit. In a geosynchronous orbit, a satellite
orbits Earth at the same rate as Earth rotates and thus stays
over the same place on Earth all the time. Read the Technology
and Society feature to learn more about communications
satellites.
What is remote sensing?
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Section 4 Assessment

Target Reading Skill Identifying Main Ideas
Use your graphic organizer to help you answer
Question 2 below.

3. a. Listing Name three uses of satellites that

affect everyday life.
b. Inferring What advantage would there be to

Reviewing Key Concepts
1. a. Listing Name three ways that conditions in
space are different from conditions on Earth.
b. Relating Cause and Effect How have
engineers designed spacecraft to operate in the
special conditions of space?
2. a. Deﬁning What is a space spinoff ?
b. Summarizing How has medical science
benefited from the space program?
c. Comparing and Contrasting Choose one
space spinoff and compare how it is used in
space and on Earth.

placing a satellite in geosynchronous orbit?
c. Designing Experiments How could a

scientist use satellites to determine whether a
rain forest was becoming smaller over time?

Spinoffs at Home Look back at the various
space spinoffs discussed in the chapter. Then,
with a family member, make a list of space
spinoffs in your home.

Teaching Resources

• Section Summary: Using Space Science
on Earth
• Review and Reinforce: Using Space Science
on Earth
• Enrich:Using Space Science on Earth

Spinoffs at Home L2 Before
students conduct the activity at home,
review with them the space spinoffs
listed in this section. Additional space
spinoffs can be found on the NASA web
site. Along with a family member, each
student can then check off a list of items
found at home.

Keep Students on Track Check that
students have built their model vehicles.
Allow students to test their vehicles outside in
an area that resembles the landscape of a
barren or rocky planet. Before conducting the
tests, have students review the criteria they
will use to evaluate their vehicle’s
performance.

Space Spinoffs
Problem
Which blanket protects better against heat loss?

Skills Focus
graphing, drawing conclusions

Materials
• 1 foil blanket piece • 1 cloth blanket piece
• 3 thermometers • 1 beaker, 600 mL • ice
• 3 identical small test tubes • hot water
• 3 identical large test tubes • cotton balls
• cellophane tape or rubber bands • tap water

Procedure
1. On a separate sheet of paper, copy the data
table below to record your observations.
2. Wrap the outside of one small test tube with
the foil blanket piece. Wrap a second small
test tube with the cloth blanket piece. Use
tape or rubber bands to secure the blankets.
Leave the third small test tube unwrapped.
3. Fill each of the three small test tubes half full
with hot water. Be sure to use the same volume of water in each test tube. Insert a thermometer into each small test tube. Use cotton
to “seal” the top of the small test tube and to
hold the thermometer in place. Then, insert
each small test tube into a large test tube.

Data Table
Time

Temperature (°C)

(minutes) Foil-Wrapped Cloth-Wrapped Unwrapped
Thermometer Thermometer Thermometer
0
1

Space Spinoffs
4. Put ice in the beaker and
fill the beaker two-thirds
of the way with water.
5. Put the large test tubes
into the ice water. Do not
let water enter the test
tubes. Record the starting
temperatures of all
three thermometers.
6. Allow the test tubes to sit in the ice water
bath for about 10 minutes. Every minute
note the temperature of each thermometer
and record the results in your data table.

Analyze and Conclude
1. Graphing Graph the temperature over time
for each of the thermometers.
2. Calculating Calculate the difference
between the starting and ending temperatures of each thermometer. Which thermometer was best protected against heat loss?
3. Controlling Variables What was the purpose
of the third, unwrapped small test tube?
4. Drawing Conclusions Which type of blanket
protects better against heat loss? Explain.
5. Communicating Write an advertisement for
the blanket that proved to be the best insulator. In the ad, describe the test procedures
you used to justify your claim. Also explain
why this blanket would benefit consumers.

Design an Experiment
The activity you just completed tested how well
different materials protected against the loss of
heat. Design an experiment that would test how
well the same blankets would protect against an
increase in heat. Obtain your teacher’s approval
before conducting your experiment.

L2

Prepare for Inquiry
Skills Objectives
After this lab, students will be able to
• measure and compare temperatures at
regular intervals
• interpret the data gathered to determine
which type of blanket gives better
protection against heat loss
Prep Time 30 minutes
Class Time 40 minutes
Teaching Resources

• Lab Worksheet: Space Spinoffs
Safety
Advise students to use caution working with
thermometers because these can easily roll
off lab tables and break. Review the safety
guidelines in Appendix A.

Guide Inquiry
Introduce the Procedure
• Describe the basic strategy of testing and
measuring, and ask students how they will
know which blanket is more effective. (It
will have the smallest temperature change
over time.)
• Students may work in groups or individually,
depending on material availability.
• Tell students to stop testing if all
thermometers reach a temperature of 0°C,
the temperature of the ice bath.
Expected Outcome
The three thermometers will cool to well
below room temperature, but not to 0°C.
The cloth-wrapped thermometer protects
against heat loss better than the foil-wrapped
blanket.

Analyze and Conclude
1. The graph should have time on the x-axis
and temperature on the y-axis. All three
thermometers can be graphed on the same
graph. Each will have its own curved line.
2. Results will vary depending on room
tempature and the amounts of insulating
material and ice used. The cloth-wrapped
thermometer protects best against heat loss.
3. The test tubes in which the unwrapped
thermometer is placed also cools down. This
test tube serves as a control to show the effects
of the insulating materials on heat loss.

4. The cloth blanket protects against heat loss

better than the foil blanket. Data show that
the temperature did not drop as far when a
thermometer was wrapped with cloth.
5. Answers will vary. Accept any creative
advertisement that incorporates test
procedures and provides data to support
the claim.

Extend Inquiry
Design an Experiment
One possible design would be to place the
thermometers under a light source rather
than in ice to test heat gain. For this design,
placing the thermometers in test tubes
would be unnecessary. An alternative would
be to repeat the experiment using hot water
instead of cold water.

Technology and
Society
Communications
Satellites
Key Concept
Technology has changed the way people
around the world communicate.

Build Background Knowledge
Recalling Space Exploration Missions
Ask: What was the purpose of the first
satellites? (They intiated the space race
between the United States and the Soviet
Union. Their purpose was mainly scientific
and experimental.) What are some purposes
of satellites that have been launched since
then? (Later satellites have been used for
communications and for collecting weather
data and other scientific data.)

Introduce the Discussion
Tell students that most cell phones still use
Earth-based towers for relaying signals.
Explain that these towers are high because
they depend on “line-of-sight” connections
with cell phones. As a result, higher towers
can relay signals from farther away; that is,
higher towers cover more territory. Ask:
What would be the advantage of using a
satellite instead of a tower for cell phones?
(The satellite is thousands of kilometers
above Earth’s surface. The difference in
height means that the territory covered by
the satellite is many times greater than that
covered by the tower.)

Communications Satellites
What do watching TV, talking on a cellular phone,
and sending e-mails have in common? Satellites
orbiting Earth make these types of communication
possible. Using microwaves, communications
satellites receive and transmit radio, telephone,
TV, computer data, and other signals. This
technology has changed the way people around
the globe communicate.

Bus
The bus is the satellite
framework. It holds
and protects the
computer, the engine,
and other equipment.
Batteries in the bus store
the energy that’s used to
power the satellite.

Kick Motor
The kick motor
maintains the
orbit of the
satellite.

Orbiting Satellites
Communications satellites orbit Earth at
different speeds and different altitudes. One
type—geostationary satellites—are especially
useful for long-distance communication
because they orbit Earth at the same rate as
Earth rotates. As a result, these satellites
remain over fixed points on Earth.
Geostationary satellites orbit at an altitude of
about 35,880 km. Today there are more than
150 geostationary satellites located in a band
around the Equator.

Receiving Antenna
This antenna receives signals sent
from Earth and converts them to
messages that the onboard
computer understands.

Ground Station
These stations receive
and transmit signals.

Facilitate the Discussion
Have students read the feature and answer
the first question in Weigh the Impact. Ask
students to list and discuss ways in which
communications satellites have affected their
own lives. Many may immediately think of
television. Prompt students to consider other
examples in which instant communications
may be important or even lifesaving. Some
examples might be the onboard GPS systems
now available in some cars or the network
between hospitals that allows doctors to
diagnose problems in remote areas.
.

Background
History of Science The concept of
communications satellites was first proposed
by Arthur C. Clark in 1945. Clark, who
would later become famous as a science
fiction writer, was an electronics officer in the
Royal Air Force in England at that time. He
suggested that satellites in orbit around Earth
could relay communications among the
world’s large landmasses. In 1962 the first
operating communications satellite, Telstar,

was launched into orbit. Unlike prior
satellites, Telstar was privately sponsored. Its
purpose was to allow instantaneous
transoceanic television broadcasts. Because
Telstar was not in a geostationary orbit, it
could relay signals for only 20 minutes at a
time. It completed its elliptical orbit every 2
hours and 37 minutes.

Solar Panels
Solar cells in the solar
panels convert sunlight
into electricity. Batteries
store the energy that’s
used to power the
satellite.

Transmitting Antenna
This antenna changes data into
signals that can be sent to Earth.

Thermal Blanket
This thin foil protects
the satellite from
extreme temperatures.
Onboard Computer
A computer controls
and monitors all parts
of the satellite.
Ground Station

The Cost of Going Global
Communications satellites can relay signals,
allowing the immediate exchange of
information worldwide. Like all technology,
though, there are trade-offs to using satellites.
Earth’s atmosphere can interfere with signals,
causing problems such as static and time delays.
Satellites cost hundreds of millions of dollars to
build and even more to launch into space. When
they are no longer useful, many burn up in
space or become space junk.
Cellular phone
signals are sent by
communications
satellites.

1. Identify the Need
How have communications satellites
changed people’s lives?
2. Research
Research the uses of communications
satellites over the last 20 years. List
their influences on society.
3. Write
In several paragraphs, describe ways
in which you and your family use this
satellite technology in your daily lives.

PHSchool.com

For: More on communications satellites
Visit: PHSchool.com
Web Code: cfh-5020

For: More on
communications
PHSchool.com satellites
Visit: PHSchool.com
Web Code: cfh-5020
Students can research communications satellites
online.

Weigh the Impact
1. Students might suggest that people have

more access to television broadcasts. They
might also discuss how satellites are used
for making many long-distance phone
calls and for transmitting computer data
and images.
2. Research should find at least four uses of
communications satellites and their influence on society. Answers might include
instant news broadcasting that allows
people everywhere on Earth to react at
once to events. Others might include the
use of cell phones, pagers, faxes, or the
Internet.
3. Students’ paragraphs should describe
ways in which students and their families
use satellite technology in their daily lives.

Extend
Encourage students to research what
scientists are predicting about the future of
communications satellites. How will we be
using them in 20 years? What effect will they
have on the way we live?

